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which was most important, it favoured the claims of the
industrialists and merchants and the capitalist classes
generally. The Popolo d* Italia stressed the incapacity of the
state for carrying on public services and proposed that they
should be handed over to private industry, while the state
gave up all commercial activity. This became the leit-
motiv of fascist agitation, and of the meetings of economic
' congregations 5 such as that which took place in Genoa
at the beginning of April 1919, when Italian industrialists
and landowners agreed to combine against state monopolies,
the remains of war-time economy and c bolshevism '. This
meeting was the first step towards a reorganization of
capitalist forces to face the perils of the situation. Mussolini
welcomed it and offered his co-operation. He wanted money,
a lot of money, and this was the only way he could get it. The
ideological duality which was one of Mussolini's chief assets
enabled him in this way to satisfy both the vague passions of
the mob and the more precise interests of the capitalists.
This duality is incidentally one of the essential character- \
istics of all fascist ideology and propaganda, and was
naturally evident in the discussions and announcements of
the congress of March 23, 1919, in Milan., where the
delegates and supporters of the fasci met to found a national
organization. The meeting took place in the Piazza San
Sepolcro, in a hall lent by the Association of Industrial
and Commercial Interests. Not many more than a hundred
fascists answered the summons sounded by the Popolo
d'Italia ; anarcho-syndicalists, arditi, freemasons, and futur-
ists jostled ultra-conservatives, but the great majority were
survivors of the * fasci of revolutionary action 5 of 1914-15,
and of the former left-wing 6 interventionists \ Their
influence was noticeable in the programme born of this
meeting and issued in June by the new organization., the
6 Italian Fasci di Combattimento *, which reflected the heat
and excitement of the moment. The fasci made the
following demands :
For political reform :
Universal  suffrage,  with proportional representation
and votes for women,
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